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News Note

Term 3, Week 6
24th August 2020

Educational, Caring, Family Focused
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SUPPORT
GARDEN AND MOWING ROSTER

Thank you, Jenna and Chris Wilson for caring
for our chickens and gardens over the
weekend.
The garden is a vital part of our learning
environment. The garden maintenance is an
ongoing commitment to valuing the
importance of young children learning, and
education & care.

Thank you to all the families who
have volunteered for the 2020 Lawn
Mowing and Garden Roster. Your
time is sincerely appreciated.
Return to Term 3
Wk6: 29th/30th August – Lee and Krystal Kelly
Wk7: 5th/6th September – Brooke and Andrew Stevenson
Wk8: 12th/13th September –
Wk9: 19th/20th September – Sam and Sally Stockwell
Wk10: 26th/27th September
Return to Term 4
Weekend before we return to T4: 10th/11th October – Min
Hamilton

Jess Brit Early Intervention
Itinerant Teacher will be
visiting and filming on

Tuesday 25th
and

Wednesday 26th
August 2020
Letter from Jess below.
Please speak to Alison if you have
any concerns or questions.

Permission to film note:
Dear families,
Myfor
name
Birt
work
Thank you
beingisanJess
active
partI of
our for the department of education as an Early Intervention
preschool
community.
all the families
Itinerant
teacher.ToI would
like towho
film Quirindi Preschool, specifically their programming and
volunteer for our lawn mowing and garden
small
group work. In this situation, some of your children may feature in this video.
roster. Your time is honestly appreciated.
The purpose of the video is for me to share play-based learning with my colleagues in our
staff development sessions. I truly believe this will benefit our infants’ teachers and give
them ideas of curriculum-aligned innovative teaching. The videos will NOT be going on
social media or shared with external sources; they will be a teaching tool to benefit our
profession.
If you would like any further information regarding this matter or do not wish your child to
be filmed, please see Alison.
Warm Regards
Jessica Birt
Early Intervention Itinerant teacher

Our winter trees
Our beautiful winter trees…… gracefully standing in the garden, baring their grey bony
branches high against the striking blue sky……Have you ever taken the time to notice?
Noticing nature with young children is so very important. It encourages children to
appreciate natural colours, shapes, smells and sounds. Slowing ourselves to view,
focusing on a particular area of the garden we begin to notice far more then what we
thought was actually there.
Over the year we have been creating our seasonal garden with differing art mediums. Art
is a wonderful way for children to express what they see. Using natural materials like
clay, gives children an opportunity to create freely while having a beautiful, earthy
sensory experience. Clay is fantastic for letting imaginations run wild. Manipulating clay
helps the small muscles in our hands and fingers to develop, as we take great delight in
squeezing, squishing, pinching, rolling and moulding.
Our winter trees made from clay are as unique and expressive as the artist…….your child.

Look, Look and Look again…. the season has changed once again and we find
ourselves in the middle of Winter. We notice the changes in our preschool
garden….our garden looks different and feels different while we play outside. Jace :”I
wear a jumper to keep warm when it’s cold.” Kurt:”It goes Winter at my house and I
can wear a vest to keep warm.” Matilda :”I wear a jacket and a beanie and some
gloves to keep warm!” We, adults, and children, are spending time outside playing,
exploring and enjoying conversations around Winter. We are looking and noticing the
details we see in our trees, our grass, our flower gardens. Adele :”They, (the trees)
look bare and naked…the leaves are usually there for the clothes on the trees!” Our
Winter garden offers us the opportunity to see how the branches on a tree grow and
connect, we can see the birds sitting and singing on the branches and we can even
imagine pictures in the branches and the clouds as we lie quietly on our backs and
look to the sky….Beau :”We light a fire in the house to keep us warm and we have
bonfires outside and they are so warm and so much fun!!” Gryffen :”I hop under lots
of blankets to keep warm in my bed in Winter. And our trees in the garden at home
have lost all their leaves too!” We enjoy sharing stories about how we look after and
care for our animals in the colder Winter months. Adele :”Mum sews beds for our
dogs but they chew them up!!” Beau :”And we put rugs on our horses that keep them
warm.”
“Throughout history, when children were free to play, their first choice was to flee to
the nearest wild place – whether it was a big tree or bushy area in the yard or
woodland nearby (Pyle 2002). As recently as 1970, children had access to nature…they
spent much of their time playing and exploring in the outdoors, the playgrounds,
greenways, vacant lots and other natural spaces leftover during the urbanization
process. Sadly the culture of children playing, exploring and discovering in their
natural environment is diminishing, being taken over by regulated play indoors and
predominantly mediated by adults, media, written language and visual images….The
virtual is replacing the real….and children are sadly losing their connectedness with
nature.
The EYLF describes intentional teaching as being deliberate, thoughtful and
purposeful. Deliberate teaching means taking time and doing things with respect for
children’s competence as learners…” As adults and educators we enjoy growing and
developing each child’s curiosity and sense of inquiry in their wonderful natural world
around them and ultimately nurturing the whole child and their relationship with
nature. This, we hope, will act as a starting point for their continued interactions and
care for their natural world.

Sophia

Deborah

Delicious Damper, melting butter and
golden syrup…not a crumb left!

My Turn!
That’s my name!
▪ We have to
find the
pieces under
the buckets
to make the
rainbow
balance hat!
My Turn. That’s my name!

My Turn!

Not under here!

Found One!

Your Turn. Oops
not under here!

Do those two sound
blocks make the same
sound?

Welcome back Karen!

